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Abstract

Cloud computing services are proliferation. The Cloud computing resources
face major pitfall in energy consumes. The prime of energy consumption
in cloud computing is by means of client computational devices, server
computational devices, network computational devices and power required
to cool the IT load. The cloud resources contribute high operational energy
cost and emit more carbon emission to the environment. Therefore the cloud
services providers need green cloud environment resolution to decrease the
operational energy cost along with environmental impact. The most important
objective of this effort is to trim down the energy from utilized and unutilized
(idle) cloud resources and save the energy in cloud resources efficiently. To
achieve the sustainable green cloud environment from an Energy Saving
Algorithm used to choose the appropriate virtual services so that the power at
the client, server, and network recourses can be reduced.

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Green, Environment, Virtualization, Energy.

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a shared computing environment, that gives a variety
of technology and service through on-demand basics. Cloud computing
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provides infrastructure, platform, and software (application) as offerings to
the cloud customers. Cloud computing utilizes of computing resources just
like hardware, software, networking which can be shared as a service over
the internet [1]. Cloud deployment models such as Public model deploy large
cloud infrastructure resources and services to the users. Private model is used
to create a private network. It is just within an organization’s framework.
Community model is used to share infrastructure resources to cloud users.
Hybrid model is a mixture of two or more cloud operation and resource
management may be internal or external [2].

The highest increase in internet utilization is growing every year at the
same time the on-demand for cloud computing provider company is also mul-
tiplied thereby growing the on-demand cloud computing services. The cloud
service provider builds large cloud data center and provides high resources
provisioning which requires a major amount of power to be operated for the
cloud computing resources and consequently lot of energy is consumed [3].
The energy can be saved via using a shrinking quantity of resources that satisfy
the workload requirement; for that reason, needless resources are switched off
or placed into the low power mode whilst the workload requires lower. And
similarly when the workload increases the extra resources are switched on or
placed into high electricity mode [4].

While the usage of cloud computing resources we might be conscious
that, there are numerous troubles and amazing energy intake, carbon dioxide
emission and allied prices issues. Therefore for the operation and maintenance
of cloud resources, cloud service companies are getting extremely stricken [5].
The cloud customers utilize the entire sources provided by the cloud carriers.
Nevertheless, electrical power obsessive with the aid of cloud information
facilities continues to be inside the categorize of lots of megawatts [6].

The Recent advances in computing useful resource technology have
enhanced the energy intake hassle to an actual level. On the other hand, it
still stays a vital difficulty for resources computing as a result of the quantity
of electricity obsessive with the aid of computing sources is affected first
and essential by means of their usage styles. In numerous phrases, useful
resource beneath-usage or over-loading suffers a higher volume of electricity
use evaluate with efficaciously utilize resources. This involves the occasion
of assorted power-saving techniques besides programming, virtualization, and
consolidation [7].

The computing Resources are the coronary heart of cloud computing. The
resource usage not at all steps so long as sources are confined compared to
the boom in demand for computers and computing. Resources are shared to
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supply multiple clients the use of a multi-tenant model, with distinct bodily
and virtual resources with dynamism assigned and reassigned in step with
client call for [8].

Cloud uses thousands of resources to provide the services to the user
and to run different categories, that resources consume bulkiness quantity
of power is used for cooling and another process in recent years. There are
different hardware technology like virtualization, containers and software
technology like software efficient algorithm used to decrease the consumption
of energy [9]. The strength green cloud may be achieved by optimizing
the energy intake shrinking and enhancing the effectiveness of cooling and
electricity offering facility in the cloud data center resource. In latest year, the
cloud sources fed on around 1.1%–1.5 percent of worldwide energy. The pike
research forecast the cloud assets eat of almost 140Twh in 2020 [10].

The green cloud computing is visualized in the direction of realiz-
ing not solely the economical process and consumption of computing
resources however conjointly to reduce energy consumption. The most objec-
tive of inexperienced cloud computing is energy aware resources manage-
ment, economic policies and algorithmic rule for virtualization, resources
provisioning, resources allocation, employment and task consolidation in
cloud atmosphere which will be and a lot of property and eco-friendly
mainstream technology for a future generation [11].

The resource allocation is a valuable way to handle resources particularly
for the cloud, both in the tiny period and long period usage of cloud resources.
The power green utilization of cloud assets to cope with reducing the number
of energetic cloud resources and placing surplus resources right into a power
saving mode or maybe turning off some idle resources [12]. Analytically the
cloud services provided to the resources in both short period and long period
usages of cloud resources face the problem like the excessive of operation
cost due to the over resources provisioning [13].

2 Related Work

Resource allocation is one of the challenges of cloud surroundings as a result
of the client can get access to resources from anywhere and at any time.
In a cloud, the key challenge is that the allocation of resources among the
user having dynamic requests of resources supported their application usage
patterns. The unreliable and dynamic requests got to be compelled to run on
cloud resources across the net. The resource is unbelievably necessary as one
thing like central processing unit, memory, storage, and information measure
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associated application is usually termed an information and communication
technology resource at intervals the cloud surroundings [14]. The matter of
resource allocation is quite expensive and desires some assumptions along
with a set of workflow tasks for resource requirements, set of working servers,
task consolidation meeting service level agreement, and reduction in power
wastage and resource usage costs. The resource allocation inconvenience
involves the acceptable provisioning and economical use available resources
for applications the resource allocation drawback square measure to boot
strictly due to the workloads that cause utterly totally unusual resource
demands from service suppliers for the cloud [15].

The resource allocation has a partial range of servers or physical machines
that square measure switched to the sleep mode to avoid wasting energy till
a virtual machine is allotted to them. To use the smallest amount range of
PMs that square measure enough to run a range of VMs in a very dynamic
system, whereas no previous data of VMs usage throughout the system
run, considering SLA violation and performance degradation. It’s supposed
once running the two algorithms that every VM is combined with just one
request, that victimization area shared requests allocation [16]. The resource
allocation algorithmic program is dead for mapping all requests sent to the
information center over the smallest amount range of PMs. Then the server
consolidation algorithmic program is dead in the case of any VM unleash, to
ensure continuous energy economical use of the system resources. Conjointly,
minimizing the number of migrations is another important goal taken into the
system’s thought, whereas migration method takes time and has the value that
affects system performance, diagrammatic in task completion times [17].

Power consumption in cloud information center, large-scale, enterprise,
disk-based backup storage devices. The storage devices power management
has mostly centered on managing disk power consumption. Those as storage
devices scale their capability chiefly backup and deposit systems. The quantity
of disks can increase the purpose wherever disks area unit the dominant power
shoppers. The various drives to stay as power-on once not utilized. The deposit
systems use information placement, scrubbing, and recovery techniques that
alter several of the drives within the system [18].

The cloud network infrastructure faces the network connections, issues
attributable to the increasing quality and information measure demands of
package applications can become additional and additional jammed with
dynamic applications within the network. The trend currently towards cloud
computing is resulting in additional traffic and additional congestion incidence
within the network. In a very cloud infrastructure, in several cases, congestion
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might not be simply foreseen [19]. Cloud computing could simply increase
the value of communication if network improvement isn’t properly enforced.
Once the cloud applications area unit response-dependent, network connec-
tions from end-to-end area unit crucial to stop applications from temporal
order out, corrupting information, or forestall employees at remote sites.
Applications area unit like virtualized server applications and software-as-
a-service running within the cloud network needs additional information
measure [20].

In cloud atmosphere middle layer between the cloud servers and therefore
the client’s requests which will perform the allocation of the processes to
multiple clouds in overload and under load conditions. Because the request is
performed by the user, sure parameters area unit outlined with every user
request just like the information point in time, information method time,
deadline, input-output specifications [21]. Resource allocation is performed
consecutive, and every method should be dead at intervals the point. If over
one method should be dead at a similar time, therefore method migration from
a cloud to a different takes place [21].

3 Green Cloud Environment

Energy consumption of the computing devices and the resource utilization has
a strong relationship with the power wattage formula as shown below.

P = E/T (1)

E = P ∗ T (2)

Where the Power measured by P, amount of time measured by T, and energy
measured by E. The distinction between power and energy is incredibly vital
since reduce of the power utilization does not until the end of time to cut the
consumed energy [22].

To save the amount of energy consumed by the cloud resources were too
established by the green cloud environments. The cloud resources contain
the various categories of nodes, servers, process units, network topology,
and power contribution unit and storage facility the taken as a whole power
consumption at the cloud infrastructure can be given by the formula

ECR = EN + ENET + ES + ESD + EOE (3)

ECR-Cloud Resources energy, EN-Energy Consume form node, EN-Energy
Consume form network, ES-Energy consumes from the server, ES-Energy
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consumes from storage devices, EO-Energy consumes from other electrical
equipment. The total energy exploitation of physical resources consists of
two elements as Estatic and EVM. The Estatic is that the fastened power of a
server in spite of running VMs or not and EVM is that the dynamic power that
is compulsive by VMs running thereon. Suppose there are nVM

Etotphy = Estatic +
∑

Evm = Estatic +
n∑

i

Evmi (4)

EVMi can be additional rotten keen on the energy consumption of device such
as IO, CPU, and memory denoted by the Ecpu, VMI, Emem VMI, EIO VMI.
The EIO VMI includes the common energy cost of all devices that involve IO
Operation such as disk and network data transfers. The energy consumption
of VMI is

Evmi = Ecpu
vmi + Emem

vmi + EIO
vmi (5)

The workload of cloud resources like CPU, disk storage, and Network
interfaces and build description on shift nodes on/ off to attenuate the
general energy consumption. The cloud network switches unit of measure-
ment with dynamism reconfigured to change the activity of the server once
necessary. The energy consumption is reduced by shift inactive to power
saving mode (sleep, hibernation) [23].

4 Energy Saving Algorithm

In cloud computing environment face one of the major troubles is the energy
consumption. The energy saving algorithm used to save the energy from idle
cloud resources. To saving the energy means decreasing the amount of energy
used while achieving a similar outcome.

Step-1 To identify the resources and available resources.
Step-2 To calculate every resources processing time.
Step-3 To calculate arrival task size processing time.
Step-4 Total no. of the task with size processing time

∑
Total no. of resources with processing time.

Step-5 To allocate the entire task with resources processing time.
Step-6 To unallocated resources moves to the idle stage and save the energy.
Step-7 To repeat the step-1 to step-6 for further allocation.
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This energy saving algorithm starts by finding the arrival job and size of the
job, how long to utilize the particular resources in the cloud infrastructure
resources. Each resource contains separate workspace. The energy saving
algorithm can solve very complex issues such as finding the resource allocation
in the cloud computing system. The unallocated resource is identified and
the route is powered off. But if the input package size exceeds the current
utilized resource, the unutilized resource will be switched on in the next
generation.

5 Figures and Tables

Table 1 Cloud Resources Energy Utilization
Resource Nos =Energy (in Terms of Power Consumption Approximately)
Router/Switch 25 20*25=500 watts(in hr)*24(hr)=12000 watts*365(days)

=4380000 watts (year)
Node 10 100*10=1000 watts(in hr)*24(hr)=24000 watts*365(days)

=8760000 watts (year)
Server 2 850*2=1700 watts(in hr)*24(hr)=40800 watts*365(days)

=14892000 watts (year)
Storage Devices
(Rack)

2 2*1200=2400 watts(in hr)*24(hr)=57600 watts*365(days)
=21024000 watts (year)

From Table 1, it can be observed that the some cloud resources power
(energy) utilization performance measured by watts in hour. The resources
are consuming more energy when the resources not utilized.

Table 2 Green Cloud Resources Energy Utilization

Resource Nos

No. of
Resources Kept
Switched Off

Energy (Power Consumption Apex)

On Stage (per Hour)
Off Stage (Saving)
(per Hour)

Router/Switch 25 15 15*20=300 watts 10*20=200 watts
Node 10 5 5*100=500 watts 5*100=500 watts
Server 2 1 1*850=850 watts 1*850=850 watts
Storage Devices 2 1 1*1200=1200 watts 1*1200=1200 watts

From Table 2, it can be observed that the some green cloud resources
power (energy) utilization performance measured by watts in hour. An energy
efficient control in a green cloud resource with three operating modes as
high utilization, idle, sleep. Where a sleep mode would be responsible for
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saving power consumption. A resource is allowed to stay in an idle mode
for short time when there was no job in the resource rather than switch
suddenly into a sleep mode right away when the resource becomes empty.
The main technique applied to minimize power consumption is concentrating
the workload to the minimum of physical resources and switching idle
nodes off. The cloud resources are dynamically reconfigured to change the
active set of the server when necessary. Energy consumption is reduced by
switching the idle resources to power saving mode high utilization, idle,
sleep.

Figures 1 and 2 show the cumulative distribution of the utilization of power
(energy) consumption of cloud resources, green cloud resources respectively.
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It demonstrates that the cloud resources with high utilization and low uti-
lization in both green cloud and cloud environment. The metric of effective
resources utilization, which indicates the average utilization ratio of all the
active resources. As aforementioned, a higher effective resources utilization
ratio of resources indicates more efficient energy usage of cloud resources.

6 Conclusion

The most important confront at the present in Green Cloud Environment
is changing from energy efficiency to energy sustainability. The simulation
work confirms that the numbers of cloud resources utilization that can be
used are minimized to a considerable amount thereby reducing the energy
utilized for the resources. The proposed system helps cloud turn to green
by applying an energy saving algorithm. Energy saving algorithm aims to
allocate the minimum number of resources to utilize entire cloud infrastructure
environments. This work can be extended to the real cloud environment for
reducing the resources utilization thereby saving energy and earth.
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